New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System

If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

- Burke, James Lee. *Flags on the Bayou*
- Burns, Valerie. *Murder Is a Piece of Cake*
- Catanzarite, Kim. *They Will Be Coming for Us*
- Castillo, Linda. *An Evil Heart*
- Chau, C. K. *Good Fortune*
- Chien, Vivien. *Misfortune Cookie*
- Colgan, Jenny. *The Summer Skies*
- Everhart, Elle. *Wanderlust*
- Finkbeiner, Susie. *The All American*
- George, Elizabeth. *A Banquet of Consequences*
- Gilbert, Victoria. *A Cryptic Clue*
- Gohlke, Cathy. *Ladies of the Lake*
- Hay, Alex. *The Housekeepers*
- Henn, Carsten. *The Door-to-Door Bookstore*
- Housewright, David. *In a Hard Wind*
- Koontz, Dean. *After Death*
- Lehane, Dennis. *Live by Night*
- Lyons, Annie. *Air Raid Book Club*
- Mallery, Susan. *The Happiness Plan*
- Massey, Sujata. *The Mistress of Bhatia House*
- Mehl, Nancy. *Cold Pursuit*
- Modesitt, L. E. *Councilor*
- Newman, T. J. *Drowning: The Rescue of Flight 1421*
- Patterson, James & Brian Sitts. *Circle of Death*
- Patterson, James & James O. Born. *Obsessed*
- Richards, Ramona. *Circle of Vengeance*
- Rimmer, Kelly. *The Paris Agent*
- Shertok, Heidi. *Unorthodox Love*
- Silva, Daniel. *The Unlikely Spy*
- Taylor, Sarah Stewart. *A Stolen Child*
- Vayden, Kristin. *Fortune Favors the Duke*
Non-Fiction

- Ancient Rome: The Definitive Visual History
- Ferguson, Sam. The Disappeared: Remnants of a Dirty War
- Hornocker, Maurice. Cougars on the Cliff: One Man's Pioneering Quest to Understand the Mythical Mountain Lion
- Lee, Lara. A Splash of Soy: Everyday Food from Asia
- Linden, Des. Choosing to Run: A Memoir
- Mathevon, Nicolas. The Voices of Nature: How and Why Animals Communicate
- McCormac, Jim & Chelsea Gottfried. Gardening for Moths: A Regional Guide
- McDuffie, Lauren. Southern Lights: Easier, Lighter, and Better-for-You Recipes from the South
- Rose-Stockwell, Tobias. Outrage Machine: How Tech Amplifies Discontent, Disrupts Democracy—And What We Can Do About It
- Scales, Helen. Around the Ocean in 80 Fish & Other Sea Life
- Shakespeare, William. Measure for Measure
- Skomal, Greg. Chasing Shadows: My Life Tracking the Great White Shark
- Wicker, Alden. To Dye For: How Toxic Fashion Is Making Us Sick—and How We Can Fight Back

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Newman, Aline Alexander & Gary Weitzman. How to Speak Cat: A Guide to Decoding Cat Language

Picture Books

- Berger, Carin. In the Night Garden
- Varney, Elizabeth. National Geographic Kids: Woof! 100 Fun Facts About Dogs: Fact Reader
- Galat, Joan Marie. National Geographic Kids: Cats: Level 1 You Read, I Read
- Marsh, Laura. National Geographic Kids: Weird Sea Creatures
- Szymanski, Jennifer. National Geographic Kids: Whales: Pre-reader

Large Print

- Gaylin, Alison. Robert B. Parker's Bad Influence
- Ware, Ruth. Zero Days